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Abstract
We describe the basic principles of nanoparticle synthesis by conventional pulsed laser ablation. The generalization of the
Zeldovich and Raizer theory of condensation has been performed for inhomogeneous laser-induced plume where the rates of
nucleation as well as the condensation times are different for different parts of the plume. The theoretical development and
analysis of the experimental results are given for condensation, expansion and properties of silicon nanoclusters. q 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we describe the basic principles of
nanocluster synthesis by conventional pulsed laser
ablation ŽPLA.. Clusters are aggregates of atoms, or
molecules, with a typical size from some tens up to a
few thousands of atoms.1 The small dimensions of
these particles determine their properties strongly
characterized by quantum effects. The properties of
large clusters of 10–20 nm approach those of the
corresponding bulk materials.
Nanometer-sized semiconductor particles proved
to be a very promising material, since quantum
confinement in such structures modifies the bulk Si
)
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See, for example, Ref. w1x and references therein.

band structure and results in radiative transitions.
The elemental semiconductor nanocrystals Si and Ge
at room temperature exhibit visible light emission at
energies greater than the band gap of the bulk semiconductors. An efficient photoluminescence from the
blue to the infrared has been reported from Si,
oxidized Si and Ge nanoparticles.
In most of the previous laboratory experiments,
nanoclusters were produced using a PLA supersonic
expansion source of the Smalley type w2x or one of
its modifications. For this source, collisions between
monoatomic particles and the expanding high-pressure gas Žgenerally He at pressure of about 1–10
atm., cool the particles and allow a heterogeneous
nucleation and the growth of the clusters. However,
this technique produces a relatively broad cluster
size distribution.
An alternative method of nanocluster synthesis is
the conventional PLA. In this case, ablation is per-
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formed at relatively low gas pressure, 0.2–10 Torr,
of inert or reactive gas. During expansion and cooling, condensation starts within the ablated vapor and
the condensed particles undergo multiple collisions
with ambient gas molecules, leading to the stabilization of the nanoclusters before they arrive to the
substrate surface. The size of the nanoclusters can be
controlled by the laser parameters: fluence, wavelength, pulse duration and by the ambient gas conditions: pressure, nature and flow parameters.
Condensation of nanoparticles within the laser-induced vapor plume is a common phenomenon in
PLA and was observed in numerous pulsed laser
deposition ŽPLD. experiments. For more details, see,
for example, the review by Chen w3x and references
therein. The first synthesis of Si-based nanocluster
films by conventional PLA has been reported by
Movtchan et al. w4x and further development has been
described in Refs. w5,6x. Motivated by the importance
of the Si nanocluster synthesis, a number of groups
reproduced these results w7,8x, and the first fabrication of electroluminescent diodes of Si nanoclusters
by PLD has been reported by Yoshida and Yamada
w9x. Geohegan et al. have recently published new
results on the dynamics of Si nanocluster formation
w10x by PLA and on the luminescence of free, gas
phase Si nanoclusters w11x.
This new, rapidly growing, area of application of
conventional PLA and PLD started with the synthesis of Si nanoclusters and is expanding towards the
synthesis of clusters of compound materials w12,13x,
of oxides w14x and metals w15,16x. In this paper, we
describe the basic principle of nanocluster condensation and present recent experimental results on the Si
nanocluster synthesis.

2. Condensation of vapor and nanocluster formation
An idealized scheme of the cluster film synthesis
by PLA can be separated into four independent
steps: cluster nucleation, growth, cluster cooling and
deposition.
Ži. The nucleation is determined by the thermodynamic parameters of the material and by the initial
conditions, like temperature and density of the vapor
ejected after PLA. The nucleation process is charac-

terized by the condensation temperature which can
be found from general thermodynamic considerations.
Žii. The cluster growth will occur only during the
collisional expansion between the ablated particles;
thus, the main process determining the growth will
be the plume expansion dynamics. The expansion
dynamics can be strongly influenced by ambient gas
effects such as the plume confinement due to collisions between the ablated particles and gas molecules.
Žiii. Clusters are generally generated with a large
amount of internal energy in liquid-like or solid-like
states. The main paths of cluster stabilization are
radiative, evaporative and collisional cooling. The
first two mechanisms are evidently dominant in
plume expansion under vacuum and the last one is
present during the diffusive expansion of the plume
into the ambient gas. The efficiency of collisional
cooling will strongly depend on the temperature and
density of the ambient gas determined by the hydrodynamics of the plume expansion.
Živ. The critical parameter of deposition of free
clusters on a substrate is the kinetic energy Ž E . per
atom in a free cluster of N atoms. Roughly, if ErN
is less than the binding energy, one could expect the
deposition of free clusters without fragmentation and
structural rearrangement on the substrate. In the opposite case, the energy of the impact may be high
enough to melt or to evaporate the clusters. Thus,
strong deceleration of clusters is a necessary condition for cluster deposition.
In all steps of cluster formation mentioned above,
the main process influencing the cluster evolution is
the plume expansion dynamics. An accurate description of the plume expansion into vacuum can be
made on the basis of the special solution of the gas
dynamics equations given by Anisimov et al. w17x.
From this solution, we found the following law for
the isentropic expansion of spherical plume with
radius RŽ t . w18x:
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where R 0 and u 0 are the initial radius and velocity
of the plume expansion, E is the initial internal
energy and M is the total mass of the vapor. This
solution holds for a monoatomic gas with adiabatic
exponent g s c prc v s 5r3.
We use this solution to describe the density,
specific volume, pressure and temperature profiles
within the plume during its expansion. We consider
that small droplets of condensed vapor moÕe together with the Õapor and we assume that the condensation process does not change the expansion
dynamics of the plume. In this case, the different
condensation phenomena can be described independently for each fixed Lagrangian coordinate j s
rrRŽ t .. For arbitrary value of j , one can express the
change of specific volume V in the following form:
3 1 dC

1 dV
s
V dt

2 C dt

.

Ž 2.

For the analysis of the cluster formation process,
we use the Zeldovich–Raizer ŽZR. theory of condensation w19,20x. The condensation process starts when
the plume becomes saturated and stops when the
plume starts to expand in the collisionless Žfree-flight.
regime. Within the inhomogeneous plume, saturation
and free-flight regimes are reached for each point at
different instant, that is, the saturation and the
quenching waves propagate through the expanding
vapor.
Before the start of condensation, the expansion of
the plume occurs along the Poisson adiabat, PV g.
The expansion continues until the Poisson adiabat
intersects the saturated vapor adiabat given by the
Clapeyron–Clausius equation. The condensation
starts at the moment t s t c when the vapor is cooled
down to the condensation temperature T s Tc . It
should be noted that Tc does not depend on the
coordinate j , that is, we obtain the same condensation temperature for different parts of the plume.
However, the time t c at which condensation starts
depends on coordinate j , that is, the different parts
of the plume start to condense at different times. The
plot of the saturation wave is shown in Fig. 1. It can
be seen that the saturation wave propagates through
the plume from the periphery to the center. We note
that the part of the plume with r ) 0.6 R 0 is already
situated within the region of saturation at t s 0. For
example, shown in Fig. 1, u 0 s 6 = 10 5 cmrs, the
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Fig. 1. Propagation of saturation, quenching and ‘ejection’ waves
through the Si vapor plume. Initial parameters of the plume:
velocity 6=10 5 cmrs, radius 0.1 cm, specific volume 300 cm3 rg,
temperature 7000 K, pressure 68.4 atm.

saturation wave reaches the point r s 0 Ži.e., the
whole plume becomes saturated. at the time t s 40
ns.
The time when the condensation stops is determined by a ‘‘quenching effect’’. It occurs at some
stage of the expansion Žfor more detail, see Refs.
w18,21x., when the collisions within the expanding
vapor become negligible. We shall give a simple
estimation of this quenching time. To find the
boundary r s rqŽ t . between the collision Žhydrodynamic. and collisionless Žfree-flight. regions of the
plume, we use the criterion l =Õ s Õs . Here, l s
1rsg N is the mean free path within the hydrodynamic region. Where sg is the collisional cross-section, N is the vapor concentration and Õs is the
velocity of sound at the given point. The meaning of
this criterion is rather simple: in the hydrodynamic
Žcollisional. regime, the change of velocity over the
mean free path l is much less than the sound
velocity Ži.e., the mean molecular velocity..
The propagation of quenching waves through the
plume and the border of the expanding plume are
shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen from the figure that
the linear stage of the plume expansion starts around
700 ns. Thus, all important events within the plume
occur during the nonlinear stage of the expansion.
Our calculations show the strong influence of the
initial velocity u 0 on the quenching process. The
whole plume becomes collisionless at t s 2071 ns
with u 0 s 6 = 10 5 cmrs ŽFig. 1. and at t s 5963 ns
when u 0 s 0.
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The third wave shown in Fig. 1 refers to the
trajectory which delivers the maximum of supersaturation. Under these conditions, the nuclei are formed
Ž‘‘ejected’’ into the saturated vapor..
In this part of our paper, we have introduced the
dynamics of condensation and cluster formation. We
discussed the propagation of the nucleation wave
Žstarting point of condensation. and the propagation
of the quenching wave, where the condensation and
growth stop. From this analysis, we delimit the time
scale of these two processes which can be tested
experimentally by time-resolved measurements.
The solution of the nuclei growth problem takes
into account the thermodynamics of the two-phase
Žliquidq vapor. region and the kinetics of condensation during the plume expansion. Our analysis is
based on the Zeldovich’s kinetic equation w19x and
can be found in Ref. w18x.
One of the results of this analysis is shown in Fig.
2, which illustrates the dependencies of the cluster
size on plume temperature T0 and initial density r 0 .
One can see from the calculations that the cluster
size falls down with the increasing temperature Žat
fixed specific volume.. However, it is not easy to
change these conditions experimentally, for example,
by a variation of the laser parameters. Indeed, while
an increase of the laser fluence increases the initial
temperature T0 , it simultaneously increases the initial
density, that is, a compensation effect takes place.
Thus, to investigate the optimal laser control of the
cluster formation, one should solve the laser ablation

Fig. 2. Number of atoms within the cluster versus temperature and
density.

problem Žfind parameters T0 , r 0 , etc.. in combination with the hydrodynamics of the condensation
problem.
During ablation into gas, the nucleation stage may
be analyzed in a similar way. However, this analysis
may only be applied to the very early expansion
stage, when the collisions of the ablated particles
with the ambient gas affect only the leading edge of
the plume. Thus, to find the optimal laser control for
cluster formation, one should solve a set of hydrodynamics equations for the plume expansion into the
ambient gas taking into account the dynamics of
vapor condensation. While the numerical modeling
of the plume expansion is well in progress w22–25x,
the problem of nanocluster condensation in the presence of buffer gas is not yet solved and represents a
challenge for future PLA developments.

3. Experimental results
A survey of the published experimental results
shows that clusters formed from the vapor phase,
typically in the nanometer range, are much smaller
than the well-known droplets Ž0.1 to 5–10 mm.
produced by melt ejection from a target w3x. The size
of nanoclusters can be controlled by the ambient gas
pressure, whereas the largest particles are essentially
the same in vacuum or in a gaseous ambient.
At present, the best documented material is Si.
Due to its important technological applications, several laboratories have studied the dynamics of Si
nanoparticles formation. The question is where and
when the Si nanoparticles collected on the substrate
were formed and how to optimize the rate of synthesis and the collection of the gas-formed nanoclusters.
One of the first attempts to analyze the Si cluster
emission in vacuum after PLA has been made by
Kasuya and Nishina w26x. They observed a direct
emission of Siqand Siq
2 after nitrogen laser excitation Žphoton energy hn s 3.68 eV, pulse duration
t s 10 ns, fluence F s 2 Jrcm2 .. They show that
charged clusters with Mrq s 1.25–1.5 Žwhere M is
the number of atoms and q is the charge. are formed
during the first 100 ns after the end of the laser
pulse. During expansion into vacuum, the parent
clusters decompose mostly into individual ions
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through numerous channels of fragmentation on a
time scale of 10 ms. Okano and Takayanagi w27x.
reported observation of small neutral Si n clusters
Ž n s 2–11. produced by YAG laser irradiation in
vacuum. In this experiment, it was observed that the
clusters become present in the plume at a time delay
of about 100 ns and at a distance of less than 1 mm
from the target. Vijayalakshmi et al. w28x used extremely low laser fluence, F s 191 mJrcm2 ŽKrF
laser, hn s 5 eV, t s 8 ns. for vacuum Ž P s 8 =
10y6 Torr. deposition of Si nanoclusters. From
atomic force microscopy ŽAFM. measurements, the
average cluster size was found to be about 25 nm for
the target–substrate distance of D s 3cm. However,
micro-Raman scattering experiments indicated a
cluster size of 4–5 nm. The authors also mentioned
that the cluster size decreased with increasing D.
Movtchan et al. w5x used optical time of flight ŽTOF.
spectroscopy and reported cluster luminescence with
a delay of D t s 0.1–5 ms after ArF laser ablation
Ž hn s 6.4 eV, t s 15 ns, F s 2 Jrcm2 .. In this
experiment, Si cluster luminescence was observed in
vacuum and in gases ŽHe, Ar, O 2 . at low pressure
Ž0.2–1 Torr.. The cluster size, estimated from the
TOF spectra was about 26–40 atoms. This estimation was confirmed by AFM and by a comparison of
the observed emission spectra with absorption spectra of size-selected Si n clusters Ž n s 18–41..
The main conclusion from these experiments is
that Si n nanoclusters Ž n s 2–40. are formed, either
in vacuum or in a buffer gas at low pressure, on a
time scale of about 100 ns. All these observations are
in good agreement with our calculation of the time
of cluster condensation and nuclei ejection into saturated vapor.
As mentioned above, the introduction of a buffer
gas during PLA leads to a confinement of the plume
and a deceleration of the ablated particles. The confinement results in a decrease of the cooling rate of
the plume.
In recent experiments, Muramoto et al. w29x and
Geohegan et al. w10,11x used time-resolved optical
imaging of gas phase Si nanoparticles excited by an
external laser. In these studies, high pressure Ž5–10
Torr. of the ambient gas ŽHe. and relatively high
fluence, F s 4–10 Jrcm2 of KrF laser Ž hn s 5 eV,
t s 28 ns., were used. In both experiments, the delay
time of the onset of the cluster observation was
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about 150–200 ms. The quasi-simultaneous observation of the Rayleigh scattering ŽRS. and photoluminescence signals ŽPL. w10,11x shows the presence of
well-formed relatively cold solid Si clusters. Muramoto et al. determined the clustering reaction as a
formation of Si 2 molecule with following cluster
growth. According to our theoretical development
Žsee, for example, Fig. 1., the formation of nanoclusters is completed at the beginning of the quenching,
that is, the time when the collisions between ablated
particles are terminated. For typical conditions of the
expansion into vacuum, this time is about 2 ms.
During the plume expansion into the ambient gas, it
must be larger Ž6–20 ms, depending on the initial
conditions and the gas pressure., due to the confinement of the plume. The origin of the delayed PL and
RS in Ref. w10x can be explained by the following
fact. The temperature of nanoparticles at the moment
of quenching is still high, about 2000–2500 K, the
clusters at this temperature are small Ž1.5–3 nm.
liquid particles w18x. Recently, we have shown that
the observed delay time of PL is related to the long
stage of the evaporative and collisional cooling and
to the cluster crystallization w30x. Both PL and RS
signals appear at sufficiently low temperature, when
the phase transition, liquid–solid, and structural transitions of the nanoparticles are completed. These
calculations are in a very good agreement with the
temperature measurements of Si atoms by Le et al.
w31x. The temperature of Si atoms has been determined from the Doppler broadening of the Si Ž3d
1 0
p –3p 2 1 s. transition. From these results, it can be
seen, that at the delay of 5 ms, the temperature of Si
atoms in Ar gas is higher than the melting temperature ŽTm . of bulk Si and near Tm in the case of
ablation into He ambient gas. The stabilization of Si
nanoclusters, which have probably a lower Tm w32x
than bulk Si, is completed after approximately 100–
300 ms and 1–3 ms in He and Ar gases, respectively.
Several groups reported on the determination of
the Si nanocluster size as a function of the pressure
of the inert ambient gas. Yoshida et al. w33x have
shown that the diameter Ž10–20 nm. of Si particles
is proportional to P 1r2.8 power of the He gas pressure. Makimura et al. w8x used the second harmonics
of a Nd:YAG laser Ž hn s 2.34 eV, F s 10 Jrcm2 .
and found that the Si nanoparticle diameter vary with
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P 1r1.3 for P s 0.5–20 Torr of He gas. Lowndes et
al. w12x carefully reproduced the experiment of
Yoshida et al. w33x and showed that, for the target–
substrate separation between 10–40 mm, the mean
Si nanocluster size was maximized for P ( 6 Torr.
In these experiments, large nanoclusters Ž0.8–7 nm.
were deposited on the substrate close Ž10 mm. to the
target. For larger D, the size distribution shifted
towards smaller dimensions; 0.2–0.8 nm particles
have been collected at D s 40 mm. The existence of
a maximum in the size distribution versus He pressure is in striking contrast to the results of Refs.
w8,33x. A similar dependence, with a maximum of
the size distribution as a function of ambient gas
pressure ŽAr, He., was also observed by Deleval
w34x.
An alternative method of cluster deposition uses
the backward flux of the ablated particles w4–6x. A
backward-propagating flux of ablated particles was
observed in several experiments by TOF spectroscopy w10x, by rapid imaging of the plume expansion w5,10,35x, and was predicted by numerical calculations of the plume expansion dynamics into low
pressure gases w24,25,36x. At high gas pressure Ž1
atm., this flux is connected to the well-known effect
of debris deposition w37x. In the backward deposition

Fig. 4. Photoluminescence spectra of Si nanoclusters. Samples
were prepared under 4 Torr of He at different fluences: Ža. 3.9
Jrcm2 , Žb. 3 Jrcm2 , Žc. 1.4 Jrcm2 , Žd. 1 Jrcm2 . The excitation
photon energy was 4.8 eV. The spectral intensities are normalized.

setup, the substrate for deposition is located near the
laser spot, in parallel to the small c-Si target.
In Fig. 3, we show the size distribution of the Si
nanoclusters versus the fluence of an ArF laser Žt s
15 ns.. In this case, we used the backward geometry
of deposition, with a He pressure of 4 Torr. The size
selection was performed by careful variation of the
synthesis parameters. Fig. 4 shows the PL spectra
corresponding to the size distributions of Fig. 3.
From these figures, it can be seen that the size
selection of Si n clusters allows one to tune the PL
bands within a large spectral region ranging from
near UV to near IR. The observed size-dependent PL
supports the quantum confinement model of electronic properties of Si nanoclusters .
In the early experiments w4,6–8x, the synthesis of
Si and Si–SiO x nanocluster films by conventional
PLA or by supersonic expansion methods w38,39x did
not reveal any significant size dependence of their
properties. This was probably due to a very large
size dispersion of the nanoclusters on the substrate
andror cluster coalescence during deposition or after
a high-temperature annealing w8,39x. Recently, Patrone et al. w40x showed that Si nanoclusters prepared
by backward PLA deposition exhibit quite reproductive properties.

4. Conclusion
Fig. 3. Si cluster size distribution for deposits prepared at 4 Torr
of He and at different laser fluence.

In this paper, we introduced the basic principles
of nanocluster synthesis by conventional PLA. We
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showed that, for clusters moving together with the
vapor, one can distinguish three different waves
propagating through the plume: Ž1. the wave of
saturation Žwhere the vapor becomes saturated., Ž2.
the supercooling wave where the highest supercooling is reached, and Ž3. the quenching wave where the
growth stops. After the condensation and the growth
stages, the clusters follow a long stabilization period.
The main channels of cluster stabilization are radiative, evaporative and collisional cooling. The typical
time scales for these processes are 0.05–20 ms and
0.2–6 ms for the condensation-growth and cooling,
respectively. Thus, depending on the deposition geometry Žsubstrate–target distance, substrate position.,
the nanostructured deposit will be formed from liquid, hot solid or well-stabilized gas-phase nanoclusters. The quality of the nanocluster structure will
depend on the secondary processes occurring on the
surface such as nanocluster coalescence and enhanced mobility. These two processes play an important role during the deposition of relatively hot clusters.
Our general description of nanocluster synthesis is
valid for all systems: semiconductors, metals and
oxides. However, a significant modification of this
approach must be introduced for heterogeneous systems where a large number of precursors of condensation Žsmall clusters, charged atoms and molecules.
are present at the early stage Ž; 100 ns. of the
plume expansion.
From the experimental point of view, stable and
reproducible synthesis of Si nanoclusters, with the
ability to vary their size, passivation and doping, is a
significant processing advantage of the PLA technique, which is compatible with ultrahigh vacuum
and reactive deposition environments.
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